Weekly Digest
Namaste!
We wish you a wonderful 2022 filled with health, happiness and harmony and hope that
it inspires you to explore

indigenous wisdom and pursue authentic, immersive and

transformative learning experiences.

CALL FOR PAPERS
Conference

on

The

Feminine

in

Hinduism
The conference on the Feminine in
Hinduism is part of an ongoing effort by
INDICA to give voice to our own stories in
our own ways and our own frameworks.
We cordially invite practitioners, scholars, researchers, and connoisseurs to present
papers on the Feminine in Hinduism from various perspectives.

Enrollment is open for our latest offering on MANTRA & MEDITATION The Yoga of

Sacred Sound. Here is our esteemed faculty Nrithya Jagannathan (Director, KYM Institute
of Yoga Studies) sharing a glimpse of this transformative INDICA Course.

If you are keen to explore the use of mantras and chants in yoga and gain a perspective on
the philosophy and application of sacred sound to find a life balance, this Indica Course is
for you. Register into this Indica Course by clicking here.

Reach out to us at reachout@indica.courses for information about other indica.courses.
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Indica Yoga is conducting an Immersive Workshop on the 6th Chapter of Bhagavad

Gita: Dhyana Yoga, which contains valuable, authentic, ancient guidelines on
Dhyana. In this textual Immersion, all the 47 verses will be individually chanted, words in
the verses will be split and paraphrased and meanings and import of the verses will be
discussed based on traditional commentaries. Click here to register
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In this episode of Quest by Indica Moksha, meet Mahesh Meena (Sadhu Sri), a well known
Yoga teacher at Rishikesh. He is currently pursuing the Vedanta Sadhaka Course at
Chinmaya International Foundation. Watch him take you through his inspiring life journey
on the path of Yoga & Spirituality.

This week, CSP brings to you the wisdom of our ancient literature and cuisine.
In August 2021, the University of Warsaw
Library unveiled the Upanishads engraved
on its walls. Professor Joanna Jurewicz,
who picked out the verses, spoke to
Aparna Sridhar on the various facets of
our ancient Indian literature. Read it here.
“Use of spices in Indian cooking creates
both flavour and aroma in the food. There
is a need to tell the world about the wide
variety of flavours and tastes within the
cuisine.” US-based Chef and educator
Colin Roche spoke to Arunima Gupta on
the popularity and opportunities for Indian
cuisine in the US. Enjoy this read.

Indica Renaissance Fund (IRF) is pleased to announce a grant of Rs One lakh
to Guruguhaamrta a platform committed to the propagation and preservation of the rich
legacy of Muthuswami Dikshitar (1775-1835)

The grant will be used to map, visually and aurally, the Kritis with the details present in
them – both explicit and implicit. Read the full report here

In Pictures: The production team after their shoot at Tirukkannamangai temple (near Tiruvarur)

Punyakoti - the first ever animated Sanskrit feature film that premiered at the Indic Film
Utsav 2021 is now available on Netflix! It has garnered an overwhelmingly good response
from the audience. We are certain that you will love this movie based on the story of the
extraordinary encounter between a noble cow and a hungry tiger facing a drought.

That is all for this week from INDICA.
We look forward to your continued patronage and encouragement.
Regards
Team INDICA

